Powerful visual product presentation
for the world wide web
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TORNADO LITE AND
TORNADO PRO
Tornado is a family of software for Microsoft Windows where you can import your product photos and
merge them into 3D-like presentation which can be used directly on the internet. The photos taken
should represent the portrayed object from 360 degrees divided on up to 36 images. Tornado is compatible with all common file formats.
Never before has it been possible to view an object from different angles on the Internet in a resolution that compares to the best possible printouts from originals taken with the best digital cameras.
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AT THE HEART OF
TORNADO
We have built Tornado based on parameters we thought were crucial in order to give you the best
Internet product presentation in the world:

STANDARD FLASH
The final presentation is viewable in all standard Internet browsers for a vast majority of users around
the world. This means that there is no need for downloading additional plugins in order to enjoy the
presentation. The product is based on W3C validated formats, using Adobe Flash Player 9 and Actionscript 3.

NO RESTRICTIONS ON MAXIMUM SIZE
ALLOWS FOR EXTREME ZOOM LEVELS
Tornado has the power to provide a no-limits level of detail, since there are no restrictions on the
photo materialʼs maximum size. Anything from small consumer cameras to D-SLR and high-end digital cameras are covered by the engine in Tornado.
This allows the user of the product to zoom in on the object to view it at an impressive 100 percent.
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FAST VIEW
Even though the photographs behind a presentation can be extremely large (up to 36 pictures at 100
MB each) there is an impressively fast loading and viewing time due to the LOD2 System, especially
developed for Tornado.

INTUITIVE USAGE
A simple and clean interface quickly gives the user a feeling of what is possible within a Tornado
presentation.
A simple click zooms in on the object, and a click-drag moves the viewed area.
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MEET THE FAMILY
Tornado comes in two different versions that both meet the requirements of Microsoft Windows 2000,
XP and Vista.
They all run on standard PC hardware, and the output is ready for use directly on the Internet.

LITE

PRO

Best choice for webshops

Superb choice for large businesses

and small businesses

with a high number of products

Internet shops

Manufactures

Designers

Museums

Inventors

Auction houses

Max 24

No limit

ROTATE

Yes

Yes

ZOOM

2 levels

8 levels

Max 4 MP

Max 100 MP

ZIP OUTPUT

No

Yes

CUSTOM SKIN / FLASH

No

Yes 1)

No

Yes

€399

€ 11,500

WHICH VERSION?

TYPICAL CUSTOMERS

NUMBERS OF PICTURES
TO MAKE A ROTATION

RESOLUTION OF EACH
ORIGINAL MASTER-FILE

PREDEFINED SETTINGS
FOR ZOOM, SIZE, DESTINATION FOLDER ETC
PRICE VAT NOT INCL.

Specifications are subject to change without further notice.
1) Custom graphic can be integrated if delivered by customer
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WHAT'S NEXT?
Contact us for a demonstration of the product or visit our website at
www.workflow3d.com

NORDIC
Workflow 3D ApS
Trekronergade 110
DK-2500 Valby
Email contact@workflow3d.com
Phone +45 60 77 04 65
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